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Motivation: When interest rates decline

I ...borrowers with ARMs
benefit from lower mortgage payments, and can increase consumption,
which can speed up MP transmission (Mishkin (2007), Maggio et al
(2017, AER), Carriga et al (2017, RFS))

I ...but, lower mortgage payments hurt the lenders (this paper):
lower bank interest income,
and lowers bank lending.
Similar mechanisms in English et al (2018, JME) and Gomes et al
(2020, JME)

I In a closed economy, the net effect will depend on the “marginal”
agent in the economy. During a banking crises banks will likely
dominate.
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Mortgage market in the US and Data

I Mortgage debt is large: more than 70 percent of total household liabilities
I FRMs are more common.
I US call reports for bank level, Dealscan for bank-firm level, CRISP data for

stock market, European data for country level analysis. Exclude 2007 and
2008.

Summary Statistics



Bank Level Regression Model

I Bank controls: size, equity, liquidity, deposit market HHI, and deposits.
I Macro controls: inflation, GDP growth, and 1-year treasury rate.

I
k=4∑
k=0

αk is the coefficient of interest. We expect it to be positive for loans,

interest income and negative for interest expense.



BANK LEVEL EVIDENCE



ARM share and bank total loans

When interest rates rise, total loans increase relatively more with ARM share.



ARM share and commercial&industrial loans

When interest rates decline, C&I loans increase relatively more with ARM share.



Bank-firm level evidence

∆Yb→f ,t =
k=4∑
k=0

αk (ARMi,t−1 ∗ ∆FFRt−k ) + ...+ νf ,t + θb + εf ,b,t

Not driven by firm loan demand



The role of equity

∆Yi,t =
k=4∑
k=0

αk (ARMi,t−1 ∗ Equity ∗ ∆FFRt−k )+...

Results are amplified for banks with lower equity.



Results are robust to...

I controlling for hedging,
I limiting the sample to large banks,
I controlling for mortgage and ARM demand,
I monetary policy uncertainty.



MECHANISM



Local Projection: Interest Income

∆Yi ,t+q =
k=4∑
k=0

αk,q(ARMi ,t−1 ∗ ∆FFRt−k) + ...
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Red-dotted lines represent 95-percent confidence bands

Interest income rises with higher ARM share when MP rises.



Local Projection: Non-mortgage Interest Income
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Mortgage income is the key: Non-mortgage interest income does not rise.



ARM share and interest expenses

When interest rates decline, bank interest expenses decrease less with ARM share.



ARM share and npls

When interest rates decrease, NPLs decline more with ARM share.



ARM share, MP shocks, and Stock Returns

When interest rates decline, stock returns increase less with ARM share.



INTERNATIONAL EVIDENCE



Large variation in ARM share across
countries



Aggregate Effects: Country-level evidence

∆Yit =
k=4∑
k=0

αk (ARMi,t−1 ∗ ∆MPt−k ) + ∆Financei,t−1 + ∆Macroi,t−1 + Yi,t−1 + νt + θi + εi,t

I Financial sector: leverage ratio, maturity mismatch, and non-deposit funding ratio.
I Macro: Q-Q GDP growth, Q-Q inflation.



Conclusions

I ARMs do not mean stronger MP transmission.
I Bank-side might mitigate and sometimes reverse.

Some considerations
I Mortgages are held by also non-banks,
I and some internationals.
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